
Similarly, ASG Services shot blast line striping is favored by 

those with a little more surety over facility layout. They can 

commit to a more permanent solution, so the floor is shot blasted, 

and a single system applied, which is a very tough option and 

used in some of the busiest facilities in the country. The 

protective clear coat can again potentially extend the lifespan to 

double that of the standard method.

The epoxy and urethane combination are tested and developed 

by our paint manufacturer, so we know chemically the system is 

sound, but also that the finished performance expectations can 

be achieved. Many completed projects over the years are 

testament to its success, with some customers returning over 4 

years later for a recoat.

Clear-coat floor marking is a dual system designed to improve the 

lifespan of line striping, in logistics and distribution facilities.  

Applied direct to, or after concrete preparation, the dual system 

floor marking and protective clear coating, withstands traffic 

longer than single element systems.

It is the premium version of two of ASG Services’ most popular 

floor striping solutions. Available in two concrete preparation 

formats, clear coat striping is a dual coat system which protects 

and therefore elevates the solution durability.

Epoxy applied direct to concrete is a favorite of the logistics and 

distribution industry. It’s fast to apply, can be removed, and one 

of the most cost-effective solutions available. If used in 

conjunction with a protective clear coat, this method can 

theoretically last twice as long due to the double layer, without 

being twice the cost.
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